
MEV for the next TRILLION

“... It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the 
age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness…”

        .       .
Philip Daian
⚡🤖 (& Cornell)



1. where did MEV come from?

2. where are we? MEV & Flashbots

3. where do we go?
- what is the goal for MEV?
- WTF is Flashbots doing?
- how can we all do it together?



Flash Boys 2.0



...enter MEV

OO fees represent one case of a more general 
quantifiable value we call miner-extractable 
value (MEV).

MEV refers to the total amount of Ether 
miners can extract from manipulation of 
transactions within a given timeframe, which 
may include multiple blocks’ worth of 
transactions.



“What we call miner extractable value (MEV) … poses concrete, 
measurable, consensus-layer security risks. We show empirically 
that MEV poses a realistic threat to Ethereum today.”

(Flash Boys 2.0, Philip Daian, Steven Goldfeder, Tyler Kell, Yunqi 
Li, Xueyuan Zhao, Iddo Bentov, Lorenz Breidenbach, Ari Juels)



play the
long game



… the birth of the bot

> illuminate the dark forest

> democratize MEV extraction

> distribute MEV benefits



where are we?







illuminate



Westerngate,
Jump,
Skip,
ZeroMEV,
many more

inspired by
illumination 
culture of
Explore



rich, public
relay data

we continue the 
culture of 
illumination 
through PoS,
and any future 
developments.



You cannot 
illuminate 
without 
research.



democratize



we are still a long way from home.



democratize?



democratize?



democratize.



democratize.



democratize.



“the only way out is through”the only 
way out is 
through





distribute



… with 
much more 
to come



distribute

we must
do more



where is mev going?

user validator

- more private
- more decentralized
- more competitive
- more transparent
- more user tooling

minimize maximize

- more robust
- more efficient
- more geographically diverse
- fewer network externalities
- (still) fewer first-party deals



WTF?

de
ce
nt
ra
li
ze



We are here to avoid entrenching 
centralization at every step. We 
will decentralize power in MEV.

We expect YOU to hold us to 
account.

That is why we are here.



Announcing (codename) SUAVE
… the next step for Flashbots

Full spec coming (very) soon; discuss and build with us today.

- an mev-aware, encrypted mempool for users and wallets

- progressive decentralization

- a turnkey decentralized block builder for rollups

The Single Unifying Auction for Value Expression



What is SUAVE?

- Fully decentralized block-builder
- Fully open source, open development
- ETH-Native / EVM-compatible
- Optimal user execution, harnessing MEV
- Full compatibility with Flashbots today
- Cross/multi-chain support
- Maximizes competition and geographic diversity
- Enabling open orderflow for Ethereum's future
- Programmable privacy

Full spec coming (very) soon; discuss and build with us today.



[genesis]

We need your help.



let’s reach
the
mountaintop
together <3

collective.flashbots.net

this is
a call
to action! 

Users
Wallets
Rollups


